Cisco U.S. Office Entry

*Updated November 16, 2021*

U.S. will remain in Transition Phase until end of Jan. 2022

- **Cisco workers must be fully vaccinated or have an approved medical or religious accommodation to work at Cisco (including offsite workers).**

- **Workers and visitors at all U.S. Cisco sites must wear masks regardless of vaccination status.**

- **Cisco workers must be fully vaccinated to meet with customers or partners or go to their sites.**

- **Travel is only for critical business needs and permitted only for fully vaccinated employees or those with an approved medical or religious accommodation.**

- **Team gatherings (dinners, team meetings) are not permitted. Events will remain virtual for now.**

- **There is no centralized mandate on number of days in-or out-of the office. Teams will decide based on business, team, and individual needs.**

Cisco’s Office Entry policies are guided by the safety and health of our workers, partners, and customers as our main priority.